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Abstract. The purpose of this paper is to show the impact of decision making
about technology in school districts. During our research we found a lot of
important information about decision making and forecasting. Furthermore, we
also found information on EBusiness, along with Business Strategy, Structure,
and Impact. All these important factors come together to help us understand
where the Charlotte County’s district went wrong in their decisions with their
upgraded system. We explore our findings and present the results of how better
planning can help other districts.
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1 Introduction

Decision Making is becoming more important as technology expands, especially in
public School districts. Decision making is defined as the steps taken while coming to a
decision. We decided to do our case study on one of the local school districts in Florida
to see if they have had any issues with their technology practices. We researched and
choose to go with Charlotte County Public Schools.

1.1 Background Information

During our research, we found that Charlotte County Public Schools have a history of
over 120 years. Originally, Charlotte County was part of Desoto County and the school
sessions were held in the community hall during 1880s but quickly outgrew it at the
time. They went ahead and built the first actual school building for the student com-
munity in 1888. Meanwhile, the modern district as we know today did not start until
much later. The State of Florida and the County of Charlotte officially recognized the
public school district during the 1920s when Charlotte became independent from
DeSoto County (“Our history” 2014).

We found that the first is the Department of Innovation Through Technology
(DoITT) which handles the hardware and software throughout the district. They handle
the hardware in the individual schools and the administrative buildings. The second
department is Information and Communication Services (ICS) which handles the data
load of the county. Along with that they also handle the Student information system
(SIS) throughout the county.
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We decided to concentrate our case study on the ICS department in Charlotte County
Public School District. They manage the FOCUS School Software, which is their stu-
dent information system platform. Their FOCUS School Software is the upgrade they
did from their legacy system they originally were using. We found that in the beginning
of 2009, the district started their research into different systems that could support all the
functions they needed for the time, including IEP tools. According to The anonymous,
Director of the ICS department, FOCUS is responsible for many of their tasks such as;
“taking attendance, disciplining, grades, and student information for parent to see. There
is also course history updates, along with transcript transmission to DOE, and State
survey processes”. The FOCUS software system was implemented throughout the
district during the summer of 2010, while the schools were at a low operational capacity.
They had about 150 people that were involved in implementing the software. Part of the
implementation process was that they went live only after using testing servers and
getting them to 99.98 % accuracy. They were able to get this done quicker than they
were anticipating and were able to go live ahead of schedule (“Charlotte County” 2010).

We found that during our research in the four years since they implemented the
system there has been a few issues that have come up. The most recent issue was that
they were having difficulties “timing out” on the FOCUS/SIS because of the volume of
data that is passing through it daily. According to The anonymous, they had to invest in
and add two more front end servers to the FOCUS/SIS systems to correct this and they
are still watching these for effectiveness today. They School district has 15,744 stu-
dents currently throughout its 18 schools that the FOCUS system is accountable for.

1.2 Research Statement and Questions

Since we found they were having timing out problems with their FOCUS system that
has become the main purpose of our case study. This means, helping other school
districts avoid this issue when making upgrades to their system or upgrade form their
original legacy system. We want to provide information about what we feel went
wrong with Charlotte County’s process. We believe the answer is quite simple and that
is they needed to have a clearer understanding of the decision making processes to
avoid the issues.

This can be done by understanding the ways other corporations do their decision
making and trying to improve theirs. They could even going as far as making a case to
the state to improve the decision making process in school districts because according
to John, “School Districts are required to compare. They have to set specifications and
requirements, along with comparing cost and other factors from as many vendors that
will submit a bid”. The decision making process brings in our research questions that
we asked ourselves for this case study.

2 Literature Review

For the literature review section we are going to focus on what an ICS department is
and why it is useful. The decision making process and why it benefits a decision. Along
with the forecasting process and how it helps with correct predictions. Next it moves
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into Business Strategy, Structure, and Impact and how these factors impact school
districts. Lastly, it moves into E-Business module and how Charlotte County School
Districts website can be compared to and E-Business module because of the different
departments linked on the webpage.

2.1 ICS Vs ICT Departments

During the research for the literature review, there were several sources that were found
for the understanding of Information and Communication Departments (ICT). This
department is just another name for the Information and Communications Services
(ICS) department in the Charlotte County Public School District. According to research
that was done in Nigeria companies have had positive significant relationships with
their ICT adoption (Ladokun, p. 81). Here in the states, Charlotte County Public
Schools has had the same type of adoption of their version of an ICT department. This
department handles all of the reporting that the county school district does to the state.
Along with all the reporting they do, they also manage the day to day operations within
the FOCUS student information system such as daily backup of information and
monitoring system performance.

According to another study, done by Sulaiman Alateyah, administrative processes
within businesses need to have a separate department for the information and com-
munication. To build a company for the future the different processes throughout Saudi
Arabia are going electronic; therefore, making it important for an ICT adoption in the
county. Moreover, this process is a growing trend worldwide making it easier for
governments to get services to their citizens (Alateyah, p. 280). This process is very
similar to the growing trend of ICS departments in the school districts around the
United States. Furthermore, in Florida, all districts have an ICS department that takes
care of the services for the students, parents, and, teachers, and other staff of the local
schools. Not all of the departments are named the same but they all do the same thing
by giving information. Meaning, they help out the local public school community with
their data needs such as, getting transcripts to the graduating seniors or helping the
alumni out getting theirs.

Along with the positives of the ICT departments there are also some challenges that
come with having one. In Africa, Nigeria is having some trouble with theirs because of
how sparse the internet connection is. The study that was done has predicted that the
slow adoption levels throughout Africa for more ICT departments is caused by the lack
of electricity supply and their poor communication infrastructure (Ladokun, p. 81).
Even though, the Charlotte County Public School’s ICS department has been around
for many years there have been some issues that are from the department. The major
one is the way the way school districts in Florida are required to make their decisions,
which mostly are based on only comparing. The county had to forecast for the number
of servers they would need both for the present and the future for their SIS system.
They were not able to correctly forecast for this system, which was mainly due to the
decision making processes that are required within the school district. These issues are
different from the ones in Africa’s ICT departments, but they show that even with
having a good electricity and communication infrastructure there are still challenges
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that affect the United States ICS departments. These issues bring in the next subsection
of how decisions making is done for small and large businesses and how incorporating
some of that into school district policies can help out with planning better for future
upgrades.

2.2 Decision Making

According to University of Massachusetts, there are seven steps to the decision making
model. These seven steps are: identify the decision to be made, gather relevant
information, identify alternatives, weighing evidence, choosing among alternatives,
taking action, and review the decision and consequences (“Decision-making” 2014).
These seven steps could help any company in their decision making process including
public school districts.

Based on the decision making model, school districts need to review their decision
making practices and implement improved policies. Since, schools districts base their
decisions on comparing prices over any other factor it would be beneficial to them to
look at other factors. According to research, we found for this case study, showed
factors that decision making factors that helped most in small businesses are education,
previous work experience, and technology experience (Spencer, p. 1203). These three
factors are very important for the decision makers in school districts to have, maintain,
and go by.

School districts need a decision maker who is educated in computers and has gone
to school for either information systems or the computer science. Having an education
is important because the decision maker will know more than someone that went to
school for something else entirely. Having previous work experience along with
technology experience should be one of the number one factors in the person who is
responsible for the decisions in the school district. They need to understand what the
systems can do that the district is interested in looking at. An even better decision
maker would be one that has worked on the system in the past because they have that
first-hand experience. These should always be factors while making decisions.

For Example, let’s say a public school district hires a CIO or director that came
from another state or district they would bring with them that knowledge they learned
during their time working with that other district. They could make better decisions like
is the current system in their new district better than the one they used in the previous
district. What functions worked better in that other system that they could look to
implement in their new district.

Since, we found out that public school districts are required to compare and most
likely pick the lowest cost one to save the budget. It would make more sense for a
district to have a CIO or directory with past experience in different systems so they can
compare the ones they know or research new ones and avoid the random bids they get.
There are many companies out there that have Student information systems available
through their enterprises. Public school districts need to have better research done into
each one of the student information system to get better information about them. It is
not just the software they need to research but also the hardware that will support the
software they need to make decisions on.
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According to The anonymous, Charlotte County Public School District decided to
make their adoption of the FOCUS School Software based on the “availability, cost and
bit specs requirements”. While they researched the FOCUS system, they should have
seen what the other school districts thought about the system, because they only
compare the size of the system to other school districts numbers. This experience
relates to the research that found “decision making is driven though experience”
(Spencer, p. 1197). The way school districts make their decisions seems to be on
savings more than on experience because of all the comparing they are required to do.

According to Ardjouman, they did a study that found that barriers that affected
smooth adoption of technology are “cost of technological tools, lack of technological
skills, and uncertainty over business benefits from adoption and use of technology,
technical problems, inadequate infrastructure and poor maintenance, limited access to
internet, limited and unreliable sources of power” (Ardjouman, p. 188). Charlotte
County Public School District did not have all these problems but the one that seems
most like their problem is inadequate infrastructure of the servers. Considering that the
problems they faced were fixed by adding more servers it shows that they did not have
a good enough infrastructure to handle the amount of students, parents, and staff they
have throughout the district.

Other research that we found shows that decision making in school districts is
based on all the key stakeholder data to represent the aspects of the schools (Lai, p. 63).
This would be a great method if school districts across the United States could give out
questionnaires to their students, parents, along with the staff. They would generate data
about what the community likes in the system the way it is and what they would like to
see it do. This can then be interpreted by the school districts while they do research on
the best possible student information systems.

In the end, school districts should update their decision making policies to include
the seven steps so that they have decision makers with a great understanding of
information systems through experience and education. They need to spend less time
on the price of the system and more time on the functionality of that SIS. Lastly, they
should ask questions to the local student community about what they like and do not
like in the current system. This brings in the next subsection of the literature review the
forecasting methods in school districts for long periods of time.

2.3 Decision Forecasting

Forecasting methods go hand and hand with the Decision making processes, because
companies cannot make correct decisions if the forecasting models have errors in them.
This is very true for school districts because along with their decision making processes
the districts need to make sure they forecast their future systems correctly. According to
The anonymous, Charlotte Countly Public schools forecasted for the FOCUS system
“by comparing the size of their district with the size of other districts that were already
using FOCUS system”. This information should only be part of the forecasting not the
only data they use. Normally forecasting should be set up as a five – year plan (“Five
year” 2013). This plan should include at least three years historical costs to the
information department. They should also look at the growth rate of the county over the
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last several years too. They could have predicted the amount of student data going in
the SIS by this. This decision to just base on other districts was probably brought on by
keeping their costs with in the budget they were allowed. Going with only this method
does not hold up in the end because districts are always growing with their student
population and need systems that can grow without trouble.

Along with traditional (original) forecasting tolls there are several new methods that
have come up in the last 40 years to improve predictions. Two of these are Delphi
method and Scenario method. Delphi method is about taking surveys and letting people
answer number of questions in a setting where a strong dominate personality will not
over shine the less dominate. So having surveys that are anonymous helps this greatly
(Karlo, pp. 313–314). The more formal definition for Delphi method is that it is an
organized communication procedure. This method really would not work out well in a
school district for forecasting reasons, because most everyone that uses the systems are
students and staff that do not know much knowledge about the system structure. On the
other hand, this method would help more with decision making because it would give
the IT staff ideas of how the general population of the school districts are liking the
system.

The scenario method is used to avoid problems that might occur in the predictions
by running different scenarios outcomes (Wright, p. 814). Since this method is for
developing flexible long term plans it might be a good method for school districts to
use. This could help them when planning because it can give different possibilities of
growth rates for counties. For the case with Charlotte County’s School District, it could
have helped by predicting growth rates along with possibilities of the number of servers
they would need for a long period span. They could then have taken a number in that
range, then compared it to several other districts using FOCUS, and invested in the
correct amount of servers to handle the school district data load.

Even with all the great reasons for having the scenario method involved with
forecasting, there are some problems that come with it too. Studies have found that
there are reasons why the predictions will come out so low. One such reason is that the
planning team has a “narrow frame of references” (Wright, p. 814). This could be true
with the case involving Charlotte County Public School’s because they only used the
comparisons of different school districts when making the decisions on the FOCUS
system. This is a narrow way to do the forecasting because of the many other factors
that is involved in a prediction such as growth rates.

2.4 Business Strategy, Structure, and Impact

Strategy, structure, and organizational impact is a huge element of performance and
impact. In order for businesses to be successful, they will need to do a significant
amount of research on the industry they are entering and how to come up with a reliable
success strategy, the structure of the business and how it compares to competitors, and
also the organizational impact on your business by the way it is set up. Companies,
especially in the modern business era, should have some knowledge on how tech-
nology is shaping businesses and competition. Businesses should be able to make there
IS systems friendly for smart phones, modern computers, and user interaction (such as
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social media). There are many different factors of this topic that businesses should
consider when trying to keep up with competition and make a profit off of their
operations.

According to a case study we read called “Five Types of Organizational Strategy,”
successful business strategies depend highly on cooperation between the different
departments of the business. There are three recommended factors for a business to
consider that will lead business down the right path to coming up with a proper success
strategy for every department and one that will be a superior influence on competitors.
Communication is the first factor and it is recommended that a business strategy should
gear toward excellent communication skill between organizational members and
external stakeholders of the company. For Charlotte county schools, they have
implemented several different information systems in order to perform the different
business functions such as for financial data entry, employee data, students and teachers
for entering and viewing grades, teachers for student discipline, the main school system
for sending out report cards and other county-wide notices, etc. (Steensen).

Intentions is another factor that is a sign of a good business strategy. When a
company is planning out their objectives and goals, it is important that they know their
intentions and plan their strategy based on their capabilities. Charlotte County Public
Schools wanted to implement the FOCUS system to be friendly toward the growth of
the technology industry. They were convinced that they were capable of providing a
new system that is not just helpful for teachers and parents to access academic infor-
mation about children, this system would also be more helpful for the students. For
example, most of the middle and high school students in Charlotte County have direct
access to an online account where they can view their grades and submit homework
online. This is kind of like our Canvas system here at FGCU.

The third factor of a successful business strategy is realization. This means that a
company needs to keep good track of the decisions that they make and the conse-
quences (good or bad) of those decisions. The company needs to realize what strategies
work best so that they can continue down that path, and also what isn’t working out for
them so that they can conduct more research on how they are going to improve and
what actions need to be taken to make those improvements. For this school system,
they do keep very good track of what works out for their system. For example, they
identified that their database management system was unreliable. Having an unreliable
database can cause problems for both the internal and external stakeholder’s for the
company. In order to fix this, they plan to spend the next year or so switching their
DBMS system over to Microsoft SQL Server 2014 hoping that this will provide better
efficiency for entering and retrieving data.

The five types of business strategies shared in this study include: Shared, Hidden,
false, learning and realized strategy. Shared strategy consists of all the company’s
employees using reliable communication about decision making and how to go about
reaching an objective. The school system that we are talking about demonstrates a little
bit of a shared strategy between the two separate information systems departments. We
interviewed the Information Communication services department which communicates
with their main information technology department in order to plan for system main-
tenance, system installations, upgrades, etc. Communication is always a plus for a
company because the two departments can give each other feedback on how to
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successfully come up with a strategy to improve the information system for Charlotte
County Public Schools.

Integration is the part of a business structure that is strongly encouraged and mostly
refers to digital integration such as an enterprise system. According to an article about
business structure, integration is one of the top ways to save money and is strongly
encouraged for companies to be able to communicate better throughout the departments
(Aversano, Grasso and Tortorella). This is where we think that Charlotte County
Schools sort of lacks in a successful business strategy. In the interview, the director
mentions several different Information Systems for the different departments. One for
the main software systems, one for educational purposes, and more for other depart-
ments such as financial, maintenance, etc.

When we are referring to the business structure for Information Systems, we want
to think about how Information Technology actions are aligned with the objectives for
top management. Part of this means the company using a cost-benefit analysis to
compare the IS actions to departmental expectations and looking for signs of successful
patterns (Aversano et al. 2012). An information systems needs to be properly designed
so that management can easily make decisions about what needs to be done with the
different applications for the system. For example, the school system will make deci-
sions regarding how to set up the web interface for teachers and parents to access
student information. The department for the employee payroll system will have dif-
ferent requirements that are essential for a payroll system. The way an Information
System is set up will affect the performance of business activities and if systems do not
function correctly, it could cost the company not only money damages but also rep-
utational damages. An example of a negative outcome for the FOCUS system that we
discussed is that there are times where the system times out and its users cannot access
important educational data.

2.5 E-Business

E-business is a very interesting topic because it is growing all around the world and has
a large influence on economic growth for most companies. E-business allows com-
panies to reach out to its stakeholders through the internet to figure out what people are
looking for and how to satisfy customer demand. E-business has enabled companies to
make better management decisions by enabling all the departments of the company and
business partners to collaborate through a virtual system about different ideas. Com-
petitive advantage is a huge factor of E-business. Companies are now using the internet
to compare their business models with similar companies that market to the same
customers. We know that the school system is constantly comparing their business
processes to that of other districts in the state. Unlike twenty years ago, it is almost
impossible to complete business activities without some form of digital technology for
the company.

According to the article we read about virtual information systems, a successful
business environment will be mostly virtual with the ability to transfer data to internal
and external users, to provide background information and history about the organi-
zation, and also to interact with customers (could mean marketing goods and services
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for some companies). The Charlotte county school system does have a good virtual
business structure. Even though there are some improvements that need to be made
such as integrating the IS activities into one department instead of two, they do have a
reliable online communication system where the different business departments of the
school system can come together and make the decisions. (Kuettner and Schubert).
There are of course several risks associated with ebusiness strategies, one of them being
the revealing of unwanted information to competitors. Maybe Charlotte County
Schools doesn’t want Lee County to know what they are doing with all their systems
because they want to be known for this strategy.

Customer Web interface is probably what most people think of when the hearing
term E-business. This type of interface is most commonly known today and is probably
one of the best ways to enable interaction for your business. A company’s web
interface should be designed efficiently so that the user can easily get hold of the
information they need to. The Charlotte County School System has a main web site that
people can access to find out information on the schools as well as links to the different
departments and contact information. Though this is not an actual software system that
integrates the different functions of the company, the different departments are inte-
grated into this website. There are a set of links on the home page that are appropriate
for students and teachers, information on the different schools, academic calendar
information, a page for employees, department information, and even a link for can-
didates to apply for a career. This is very important for any company because if
customers don not find what they are looking for on a business site, chances are that
they will go somewhere else. Companies also need to think about the visual aids of
their web interface. If a web site has inappropriate coloring or fonts that are too hard to
read, it could cost the company because users will be scared away from the interface.
For each department of the school system, there is an employee who is responsible for
updating and maintaining the web page for that particular department. It is the
responsibility of the communication information systems department to make sure that
all required updates are made on the interface and that any technical issues with the
system are addressed to the IT software department.

Data management is another important component of E-business. Because most
company transactions happen online, data should be set up to automatically be stored in
a database. For Charlotte County Schools, they are required to keep all students and
alumni students on record for a specific period of time. That means whenever a new
student gets enrolled into a Charlotte County Public School for the first time, their
name will be stored in a big database for all the students in the district. This needs to be
set up so that will be easier for a database administration employee to retrieve records
and edit them if necessary. We already discussed that they are changing over to a new
DBMS system next year.

3 Methodology Used

While we were gathering information about Charlotte County Public school district for
our case study, we used two methods: research and interviewing. During our research,
we found a lot of information about the school district through their website about the
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different systems they are currently using district wide. We found their newest released
technology plan that was just published for the next five years for the county. Through
this research, we also learned about the school district having the two information
technology departments. Meanwhile, we originally decided to concentrate on the
FOCUS school software, because we found a lot of information about the software on
the distributer’s website. During the research process and interviewing process we
ended up finalizing on the idea of decision making instead of what system would be
better than FOCUS. It was after this that we started researching about decision making
processes. We also went ahead and researched all of the software that The anonymous
said they had such as: “Sungard Bitech, FOCUS School Software, and Follett Destiny”.
A lot of hours went into all this research for the case study.

Furthermore, we decided to spend our time concentrating on the ICS department
over the DoITT one. We used the Interviewing method to get more information about
the school district and their information technology department. We decided it would
be best to talk to one of the members who works in the ICS department. We noticed
that The anonymous is the director of that particular department and decided to contact
him for help. He is about the number two person in the technology department of the
district, right under the CIO. The CIO takes care of the DoITT side of the district
though, which is why we decided to go with the ICS side. The anonymous has a team
for all their software they support throughout the district; for example, FOCUS school
software. We initially contacted him to ask for his help in answering questions and
within a week he got back to us. He had no problem answering interview questions for
us. He asked that we do all our interviews through emails because of how busy he is
during the school year. The first time, he got back to us within a day with the first half
of interview questions. He got the rest of those questions answered by the end of the
following day. Furthermore, about two weeks later we sent him our last few questions
for the second interview on their decision making processes. He got those answered
and back to us within 24 h. He really worked with us because if he did not know
answers to the questions then he went into the district records to find out for us what the
answer was. Now that the Methodology is talk about, the data analysis can be
determined.

4 Conclusion

After conducting this case study research, we have learned a lot about the IT depart-
ments for school districts and how most of them handle day-to-day operations. The
reason why we chose a school district instead of a retail company was to learn
something different about management strategies and decision making. For the most
part, we are not dealing with customers buying merchandise and the company making a
profit off of that. We are dealing with an Information Systems department that is in high
need of improvement and also needs to be functioning correctly at all times in order to
not inconvenience a large number of people. To work for this department is not easy
and requires a lot of communication, success strategy development, and decision
making skills. The director of the CIS department seemed to be pretty happy with the
FOCUS system and does not plan on implementing another system any time soon.
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However, for some of the other systems they probably could have done a little more
research on finding reliable vendors to avoid frequent maintenance issues. As far as
where The Charlotte County School District is concerned with updating the IT systems,
we don’t see that happening any time soon. Based on the results from the interview,
they seem pretty happy with the FOCUS system and do not plan on switching in the
near future. The will probably need to eventually because the process of IT systems
will more than likely change dramatically over the years and the FOCUS system may
eventually become obsolete. Also, they may eventually find that other school districts
are doing better productively and financially, which they may then realize they need to
discuss the possibility of implementing a new system. All this is possible but there is
not really any way of knowing how soon or far off this would happen (could be five or
ten years from now). We enjoyed learning about the Charlotte County School Infor-
mation Technology System and how they help the district succeed in its operations.
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